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news! I can now split mY
infinitives with personal impunity.
I've given myself the dirretionary

poiler to place an adverb between the
and the infinitive form of the verb

a in

My generation was thoroughly
brainwashed at school that the
infinitive must never be split. Along
with starting sentences with 'but',
ending them with a preposition, or
daring to have one like this one, that
lacked a finite verb. Splitting was to be

grvoided. End of story.ta\ndavoid it we did. Obedient and

dutiful-'subversive' was not pan of my
lexicon--I would search for a syntactic
altemative, even if this forced English
into yogapositions it was never meant to
assume. When stumped I'd simply drop

the adverb. Better to do wittrout than to
do the split.

I'd risk ambiguity by unwaveringly
keeping my infinitives intact. I mean,
*"
('to boldly go where no man has gone

before' is the best choice. Other
options such as 'to go boldly' (where

the quality of boldness is attached to
the manner of going, and in being so

limited, loses some of its srength) and
'boldly to go' (where the boldness
relates to the complete act of going and
injects a pompous formality
inappropriate to the adventurous spirit
being lauded) don't really work;
whereas 'to boldly go' is just rightl$
the boldly slogan needs changing, it's
in the generic use of the word 'man',

' would serve as well.
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L*r+trN-has a lot to answer for, especially
when the anti-splitters resort to it to prop up

English. They argue that Latin infinitives
don't lend themselves to splitting and as

Latin is the benchmark of linguistic .
perfection English infinitiv(heuld noP
split.

some infinitive forms such as

'amaturus esse' (to be about to
love) and 'amatus esse' (to have

loved) where the 'be' Part is
discrete word.

And it's fair to ask why Latin is held up as

the template for not splitting infinitives
but is ignored in, say, the case of the usual
finite form. For example, 'I love' (amo),

where the pronoun is subsumed into the

inflection ('o'), rendering the 'I'
unnecessary.

English speakers pride themselves on not

having a language academy, like that of the

French. Yet we have our own unofficial
army of self-styled academicians-
including writers of style guides and
manuals, dictionary makers, editors,

newspaper columnists-whose
arious cleaning up activities provide a de

acto academy as rigidly prescriptive and

lf-righteous as any other.
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IIThe fact is that infinitive splitting in @/
Latin is a non-issue, but this is for
morphological reasons (the shape of the
word) rather than for grammatical or
stylistic reasons. The Latin infinitive is
marked by the inflection that is attached
as a suffix (to love = srnare), so splitting is

irrelevant.

ven the Latin rule is not
Latin does have ?/
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, having leamt at last to curb my inner
hygienist and to spell 'subversive',

I am here to report my new-found ability to
comfortably split my infinitives whenever I see

After all, Shakespeare split one infinitive, in


